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 Media Monitoring: Extract of Press News on Higher Education in Africa 

1. University World News 

Thoughts for food: Rethinking what Africa puts on its plate (Africa) 

African think tanks and universities were recently challenged to help shape the narrative on food systems 

transformation on the continent at a workshop facilitated by Akademiya2063 through its Malabo 

Montpellier Panel Program. Akademiya2063 is an African-based non-profit organisation established to 

expand the portfolio of policy research and to support the implementation of the Comprehensive Africa 

Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP). The Malabo Montpellier Panel is a group of African 

experts and think tanks supporting the implementation of CAADP. The two-round meeting themed ‘The 

UN Food Systems Summit 2021: Identifying African policy priorities’ was in response to an invitation by 

the scientific group of the UN Food Systems Summit (UNFSS) and part of a series of dialogues leading up 

to the summit scheduled for September this year. The discussion was set to channel into a briefing report 

that Academiya2063 was producing in collaboration with members of the coordinating group of African 

think tanks and universities. The goal was to highlight shared perspectives on healthier, more inclusive, 

sustainable and resilient food systems in Africa. The virtual meeting brought together panellists including 

Sheryl Hendriks, departmental head of the Institute for Food, Nutrition and Well-being at the University 

of Pretoria in South Africa, and Fadi Abdelradi, associate professor at the department of agricultural 

economics in the agriculture faculty at the University of Cairo in Egypt. Hendriks and Abdelradi advocated 

for technological innovations to improve food production and distribution against the backdrop of 

increasing urbanisation, population and income. The adoption of indigenous knowledge systems within 

food basket areas, and the introduction of food systems curriculums and programmes at university level 

would help develop capacity and create awareness of critical issues such as nutrition, climate change, 

mechanisation and digitisation, the panellists agreed. Muhammadou Kah, a member of the panel and 

parliamentary representative of The Gambia to the UN, highlighted the need to rebuild and rethink 

technical and vocational education and training (TVET) institutions on a continental level. He said these 

would help develop graduate skills and competencies around the different dimensions of food chains such 

as smart agriculture, entrepreneurship, renewable technologies and agri-processing. 

Read more here 

2. Ghana Web 

Ho Technical Uni partners DTI to enhance school’s TVET curriculum (Ghana) 

The Ho Technical University has officially signed an agreement with the Design and Technology Institute 
(DTI) to support the training of thousands of Ghanaian youth in Technical and Vocational Training and 
Education (TVET). The partnership will lead to the enhancement of the University’s TVET curriculum with 
the inclusion of DTI’s Precision Quality training, the upskilling of instructors and academic faculty to 
prepare students for the job market. The initiative forms part of a three-year ‘Transforming Youth TVET 
Livelihoods for Sustainable Jobs’ -a partnership between Design and Technology Institute and the 
MasterCard Foundation, as part of the Foundation’s Young Africa Works strategy in Ghana. Speaking at a 
short ceremony held on the University campus on Thursday, 29 April, CEO of the Design and Technology 
Institute, Constance Elizabeth Swaniker called on industry players to work closely with the University to 
ensure that the gap between industry and academia is closed. She said, “…I will like to use this morning’s 

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20210420122542723
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 ceremony to send a very strong signal to industry that the only way we can close the gap which exists 
between industry and academia is to change the narrative and what I would like to see is the industry 
working closely with the University to adopt the other workshops, to brand these workshops and equip it 
fully to an industry standard for use of students.” The DTI CEO lament that some graduates join the 
industry without the requisite skills to the extent that the competence of their institutions is questioned. 
She believes the enrollment of the Precision Quality training would not only equip students with the 
needed skills for the job market but would be the best solution to the rising unemployment rate in the 
country. 
Read more here 

3. Sunday Mail 

Campus radios must add value to communities (Zimbabwe) 

University campus radio stations should reflect on the institutions’ identity and focus on producing 
knowledge for communities, Higher and Tertiary Education, Innovation, Science and Technology 
Development Minister Professor Amon Murwira has said. “We do not want to hear radio stations 
at a science-based institution spending time talking about fist fights in communities or witches; 
they should rather be a platform where complex scientific concepts are made accessible to regu lar 
Zimbabweans,” said Prof Murwira in an interview with The Sunday Mail.  State universities, he 
added, have been allocated broadcasting frequencies and are expected to set up radio stations for 
their communities. “For instance, we have the Marondera University of Agricultural Sciences and 
Technology – farmers should know that if they tune into their radio, they will get information 
which is relevant to them. “There should be sophistication in the manner that campus radios 
operate; they cannot simply broadcast for the sake of broadcasting.”  Great Zimbabwe University 
campus radio, which has been running for close to a year now, has carved a niche in Masvingo.  
The campus radio director, Mr Golden Maunganidze, said it was possible to positively impact on 
communities. “In our programming, we give specific focus to community issues during Covid -19 
times. “We have managed to get experts to break down the science to ensure people have the 
latest information during the pandemic.  “We have also used our platform to dispel myths and 
misinformation on key issues,” he said.  On Monday Zimbabwe joined the rest of the world in 
celebrating World Press Freedom Day, which ran under the theme “Information as a Public Good”.  
Read more here 
 

4. University World News 

The pandemic university is not the hybrid model we need (Global) 

In Universities without Walls, a recent report from the European University Association, a vision for 

universities in 2030 is laid out as “open, enforcing the vision of universities without walls”. Universities 

are described as cooperative and networking institutions which take the form of communities with open 

boundaries that build bridges between countries, cultures and sectors. Furthermore, the report states 

that “the nature and structure of universities will be hybrid. They will be open as physical and virtual 

spaces and will work to cultivate both of these when engaging with society”. But what does it actually 

mean to be hybrid? And how can we grasp the notion of hybridity beyond mere technical systems, 

solutions and set-ups to see the ways in which it transforms both future universities and universities’ 

futures? What does it mean to be hybrid? Drawing together the last five years that I have spent writing 

https://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/Ho-Technical-Uni-partners-DTI-to-enhance-school-s-TVET-curriculum-1252768
https://www.sundaymail.co.zw/new-campus-radios-must-add-value-to-communities
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 about the theory, method and practice of hybrid higher education, the first important distinction that 

emerges is the distinction between hybrid, hybridisation and hybridity. A hybrid refers to a new species, 

form or culture that is a cross, fusion or dissolution of already existing species, forms or cultures. A hybrid 

such as a mule is neither a donkey-horse nor a horse-donkey, but something ‘other’, a new form; a mule. 

In higher education this means new designs or formats (hybrids) for institutions and systems. 

Hybridisation describes the process of cross breeding, fusing or dissolving species, forms or cultures to 

create new hybrids, that is, the processes undertaken by universities or academics to develop or design 

for new hybrids. And, finally, hybridity is a term for the relationship between a hybrid and its source 

material. Hybridity highlights what makes a hybrid hybrid – ie, its ‘otherness’, distinctiveness or signature 

traits when compared to other species, forms or cultures, that is, the distinctive or salient characteristics 

of the new hybrid coming into being. Hybrid universities, then, utilise hybridisation to dissolve 

dichotomies or create fusions between the dimensions of, for example, onsite/online, formal/informal, 

campus/society, closed/open, synchronous/ asynchronous, digital/analogue, situated/distributed or 

internal/external in order to develop new hybrids or hybridity. Not just a technical fix The next important 

distinction to make is how hybridisation is concretely undertaken through fusing dimensions or dissolving 

dichotomies in order to create new hybrid institutional frameworks, educational formats or academic 

practices. Thinking ‘alternatively’ about the above dichotomies or dimensions – while working 

intentionally and reflectively like an alchemist trying to create gold, and keeping the traits of ‘universities 

without walls’ in mind – we can envision and design for ‘other’ – more open – futures, frameworks and 

formats for universities, and, subsequently, create new hybrid beings 

Read more here 

5. Inside Higher Ed 
Promoting Financial Transparency for Students (Global) 

Bills were introduced in Congress last week that are intended to make it easier for students to understand 

the cost of college and how they can pay for it. Four bipartisan bills were introduced in Congress last week 

that all aim to increase the transparency of information that students receive about the cost of and 

payment for college throughout their postsecondary education -- a change that experts and advocates 

say would be helpful but still wouldn’t solve the student debt crisis. Senators Chuck Grassley and Joni 

Ernst, both Republicans from Iowa, alongside Senator Tina Smith, a Democrat from Minnesota, introduced 

three bills April 29 -- the Net Price Calculator Improvement Act, the Understanding the True Cost of 

College Act and the Know Before You Owe Federal Student Loan Act. A day earlier, the Student Loan 

Disclosure Modernization Act was reintroduced by Representatives Emanuel Cleaver, a Democrat from 

Missouri, and Jim Banks, a Republican from Indiana, along with Senators Tim Scott, a Republican from 

South Carolina, and Joe Manchin, the Democrat from West Virginia. The bills would provide clearer 

information about college finances to students, beginning with their search of prospective schools and 

continuing until they graduate. Congress has already made part of the financial aid process easier 

by passing legislation in December that will simplify the Free Application for Federal Student Aid from 108 

to 36 questions. “All of this is critically important to get clear information to students at different points 

on their financial aid trajectory through their postsecondary experience,” said Laura Keane, chief policy 

officer at uAspire, a nonprofit that advises about 10,000 students per year on how to pay for college. That 

begins with the Net Price Calculator Improvement Act, which would make online net price calculators 

https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20210505104305694
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 more user-friendly and accessible, allowing students to understand the net price of attending different 

colleges before deciding where to apply. Institutions would be required to put their calculators on 

webpages where prospective students would be most likely to search for cost information and to make 

the net price the most prominent figure on the results screen. Currently, they are required only to be on 

the site somewhere. The bill also authorizes the Department of Education to create a universal calculator 

that would allow students to answer one set of financial and academic questions and receive a list of net 

price estimates for multiple colleges. Once students are accepted to a college and receive a financial aid 

package, the Understanding the True Cost of College Act would provide clarity on the price tag of their 

college education and standardize that information so that it can be compared between institutions. 

Read more here 

6. The Nation 

50 female journalism students from 5 varsities set for mentorship (Kenya) 

Acting Deputy Chief of Mission at the US Embassy, Mr Eric Watnik, noted that the mentorship is crucial to 

addressing gender imbalance in the media. The fourth edition of the Female Journalists Mentorship 

Programme was launched on Saturday, bringing together a fresh cohort of journalism and mass 

communication students from five local universities. The programme will involve 50 students from 

Maseno, Moi, Masinde Muliro and Maasai Mara universities, as well as the Technical University of 

Mombasa (TUM). It is coordinated by the International Association of Women in Radio and Television 

(IAWRT) with the support of the US Embassy in Kenya. Currently in its fourth year, it has seen the 

mentorship of 100 female university students from across the country. Speaking at the launch at 

Brackenhurst Hotel in Limuru, Acting Deputy Chief of Mission at the US Embassy, Mr Eric Watnik, noted 

that the mentorship is crucial to addressing gender imbalance in the media. “It is important to bring up 

the new generation of women in a profession that is still underrepresented by women, for inclusion and 

diversity of ideas,” he stated. Mr Watnik encouraged the cohort to make the best of the opportunity that 

they competitively got selected for. “You stand on the shoulders of giants. Your mentors have broken 

many barriers and have set examples for you,” he said. “Around the world, there are few mentors, so you 

are privileged to have women in the media to walk with you. You have people to ask questions and set 

you in the right direction,” added Mr Watnik, who was the chief guest. Pamela Makotsi-Sittoni, Executive 

Editor of the Daily Nation at Nation Media Group, said unequal representation of women in the media 

has been a prevailing status quo that can only be changed by such mentorship programmes. Ms Makotsi-

Sittoni decried the inequality in the media industry, noting that many young women pursue journalism 

courses in college but fall off shortly after joining the industry. 

Read more here 

7. Tech Java 

NSSF and Mastercard Foundation announce Hi-Innovator: A UGX 35B programme to support 

entrepreneurs 

The National Social Security Fund (NSSF), in partnership with Mastercard Foundation, has today 

announced a UGX 35 billion innovation programme to support local Small and Growing businesses over 

the next five years. The programme, dubbed the “NSSF Hi-Innovator” will also provide practical 

entrepreneurship training to more than 75,000 youth to enable them to address gaps in their 

businesses. 

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/05/06/four-bills-would-provide-better-financial-transparency-students
https://nation.africa/kenya/news/50-female-journalism-students-from-5-varsities-set-for-mentorship-3392932
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 NSSF Managing Director Richard Byarugaba said that the Fund is working to strengthen the existing 

entrepreneurship ecosystem through which entrepreneurs can be harnessed and supported to build 

profitable, sustainable and scalable businesses, as well as engaging the young people in developing 

solutions that address today’s social and economic challenges. “Interacting with young innovators, I have 

understood that their businesses fail to succeed not just because they lack affordable financing, but also a 

business development support system. We are creating this ecosystem that consist of entrepreneurs, 

business incubation, advisory and business development services as well as funding partners that these 

young innovators can benefit from,” he said. “There is also high attrition of SMEs due to inadequate 

governance practices, inadequate adoption of technology to scale, inadequate access to expertise, and 

inadequate access to funding. Through this programme, we hope to bring discipline, structure, and jump-

start funding to the entrepreneurship space of Uganda,” Byarugaba he added. The Hi-Innovator 

Programme is co-funded by Mastercard Foundation, through its Young Africa Works initiative. Outbox 

Uganda, an innovations hub is serving as the lead implementation partner. Mastercard Foundation 

Country Head, Samuel Yalew Adela, applauded NSSF for starting the initiative and committed to be part 

of the ecosystem for the next 5 years. “This partnership is part of our Young Africa Works initiative that 

aims at helping millions of people to find a pathway out of poverty. We have committed to enable 30 

million young Africans, especially women, find employment they see as dignified and fulfilling by 2030. The 

Hi-innovator Programme gives us an opportunity to further contribute to the achievement of this 

objective.” The NSSF Hi-Innovator Programme consists of 2 phases – the first being self-directed online 

learning via a platform providing foundational business knowledge to entrepreneurs to enable them to 

address gaps in their businesses. It is open to individuals interested in starting a business or those who 

have a small and growing business.  

Read more here 

8. KT Press 

Rwanda Launches First ‘STEMPower’ Center (Rwanda) 

Rwanda has launched the first Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) center dubbed 

‘STEMpower center’ that will help secondary and University students to promote practical learning and 

support innovation at the University of Rwanda’s College of Science and Technology (UR-CST). The 

established STEMpower center worth $100,000 aims at supporting STEM students to access the quality 

of STEM education at the UR-CST and neighboring secondary schools.  The center was established by 

STEM power, a non-profit organization based in the USA in partnership with the ministry of education and 

the Israeli Embassy in Rwanda. It was founded by Mark Gelfand, a US-born Jewish, one decade ago, to 

help students in developing countries access quality STEM education. The STEM power center inaugurated 

on 7 Friday, is also expected to teach students solving society challenges using technology through 

equipping them with hands-on lab-based education. STEMpower center is composed of computers and 

electronic laboratories that will benefit secondary school students whose schools are located near UR-

CST.  Students will be facilitated by laboratory technicians and trained University students. Speaking at 

the inauguration ceremony, Gaspard Twagirayezu, State Minister of Education for Secondary and Primary 

schools said that the center comes as a stepping stone to the country’s ambitions as far as STEM studies 

are concerned. “This supports Rwanda’s strategy to strengthen capacity building in STEM at all levels of 

education. A center like this opens the door to young people who want to experiment, learn and create 

https://techjaja.com/nssf-and-mastercard-foundation-announce-hi-innovator-a-ugx-35b-programme-to-support-entrepreneurs/
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 solutions using technology. It also bridges the gap of access to practical pieces of training that we still have 

in our schools and community,” Twagirayezu said. He added that the center will be an important tool for 

the hands-on lessons in Physics and math lessons.  “Getting this facility will enable us to put to practice 

what we learn in theory and see how to connect it with real life,” Fabrice Irankunda, a fourth-year student 

in Electronics at UR – College of Science and Technology who will be among facilitators at the center said. 

Read more here 

9. Daily Monitor  

Transcript crisis hits Makerere ahead of graduation (Uganda) 

Makerere University does not have material to print academic transcripts, seven days to its 71st 

graduation ceremony that will see at least 13,000 graduates passed out. A highly placed source at the 

university informed this publication that the university management has not procured the paper blanks 

that are used to print transcripts. “These materials are imported from abroad but the transcripts are 

printed from here,” the source said. “This means that students of the 2020/2021 academic year will not 

be able to go home with their transcripts next week,” the source added. According to the source, students 

who are slated to graduate next week and need their transcripts are being given provisional transcripts. 

Makerere University Academic Registrar Alfred Masikye Namoah yesterday said the materials that were 

procured from UK’s Smith and Ouzman Company are slated to arrive today at the university and the 

printing of the academic transcripts will commence immediately. He, however, said he was not certain if 

all the transcripts would be ready by Monday next week. “We have the materials here, we shall see what 

will be printed but in case there are some delays, we shall print others later,” Mr Masikye said. The 

university secretary, Mr Yusuf Kiranda, said: “We print transcripts from here. The only thing we procure 

from the UK is a transcript paper. We always want to promote the credibility of that transcript.” Makerere 

University is set to hold its 71st graduation ceremony virtually due to the Covid-19 pandemic.  

Read more here 

10. Daily News Egypt 

Egypt asserts importance of research cooperation to achieve 2030 goals (Egypt) 

Egypt’s Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research Khaled Abdel Ghaffar highlighted, on 

Monday, the importance of cooperation between research institutes nationwide. He noted that the 

cooperation would advance the country’s scientific research system to achieve its 2030 sustainable 

development goals (SDGs).   As part of this cooperation, the National Research Center recently signed a 

cooperation protocol with the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA). This will work towards 

preparing the centre for an integrated multi-tasking study to assess the environmental, health, and social 

situation in the Akarsha district of Qaliubiya Governorate. The study aims at finding the best environment 

solutions to develop the Akarsha industrial zone, and link it with road networks.  The protocol was signed 

by National Research Center Head Mohammed Mahmoud Hashem, and EEAA Head Inas Abu Talib. The 

signing comes in recognition of the increased risks and negative impacts of industrial activities on the 

environment. It is noteworthy that the village of Akarsha includes the largest random industrial zone, in 

which the number of factories exceeds 400, most of which are related to small and medium industries.   

Read more here 

 

https://www.ktpress.rw/2021/05/rwanda-launches-first-stempower-center/
https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/news/national/transcript-crisis-hits-makerere-ahead-of-graduation-3395960
https://dailynewsegypt.com/2021/05/10/egypt-asserts-importance-of-research-cooperation-to-achieve-2030-goals/
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 11. Express and Star 

Universities could face fines or be taken to court over free speech failures (Global) 

Universities in England could face fines if they fail to protect free speech on campus under tougher 

legislation set to be introduced. The Higher Education (Freedom of Speech) Bill – which will “strengthen 

freedom of speech and academic freedom” at universities – was among the proposed changes to laws 

announced in the Queen’s Speech. Academics, students or visiting speakers will be able to seek 

compensation through the courts if they suffer loss from a breach of the free speech duties under the 

proposed legislation. It is hoped the changes will ensure that university staff feel safe to put forward 

controversial or unpopular opinions without being at risk of losing their jobs. In February, Education 

Secretary Gavin Williamson warned against a “chilling effect” of “unacceptable silencing and censoring” 

on campuses as he unveiled a range of legal measures to protect free speech. Among the Government’s 

proposals is the appointment of a “free speech champion” who will investigate potential infringements of 

duties – such as no-platforming speakers or dismissal of academics. Under the plans, new freedom of 

speech and academic duties would be placed on higher education institutions and students’ unions – and 

the Office for Students (OfS), the higher education regulator in England, would have the power to impose 

fines on institutions if they breached the condition. For the first time, students’ unions at universities 

would be required to take steps to secure lawful freedom of speech for members and visiting speakers. 

Last month, the Russell Group, which represents traditionally the most selective institutions in the UK, 

said its members would continue to safeguard academic freedom and freedom of speech following 

ministers’ concerns. But the University and College Union (UCU) previously criticised the Government for 

prioritising “phantom threats to free speech” over the impact of Covid-19 on students and staff, while the 

National Union of Students (NUS) said there was “no evidence of a freedom of expression crisis” on 

campus. On the proposals, Jo Grady, UCU general secretary, said: “There are serious threats to freedom 

of speech and academic freedom from campus, but they come from the government and university 

managers, not staff and students. “Widespread precarious employment strips academics of the ability to 

speak and research freely, and curtails chances for career development.” 

Read more here 

12. Daily News  

Skilled youths enhance banking efficiency-analysis  

IMPARTING practical knowledge and skills to graduates on financial matters is a fundamental initiative for 

NMB Bank that may increase efficiency in the banking industry to reach the unbanked population in the 

country.  This initiative has been made possible through the NMB’s Management Trainee Programme and 

a recent event NMB career fair for which over 1000 students from higher learning institutions from 

Zanzibar were reached. For NMB, which is the largest bank in the land, grooming new talents and experts 

in the banking industry is supporting the Bank of Tanzania (BoT) quest to have all commercial banks recruit 

highly skilled and ethical staff.  According to the regulator, lack of skilled and ethical experts in the banking 

sector has in recent years made some banks incurring massive losses in the form of huge bad loans with 

most of them collapsing. Through these youth programmes, NMB has managed to create its own 

knowledgeable and skilled experts who have been coming up with innovative banking products to reach 

the financially underserved people in the community. 

https://www.expressandstar.com/news/uk-news/2021/05/11/universities-could-face-fines-or-be-taken-to-court-over-free-speech-failures/
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 For example, NMB Bank recently launched a Mastaboda loan where over 5bn/- set aside for lending 

bodaboda riders to help youths engage in this business formally and contribute to economic development. 

This is one of the innovative products that targeted bodaboda riders, a group in society that most lenders 

consider risky to deal with.  This initiative will benefit bodaboda riders in the country estimated to be 

more than 2 million in the country. Developing skilled and competent staff has been one of the 

fundamental factors that may have contributed to the NMB bank’s outstanding performances as the most 

profitable bank, assets and balance sheet.  Commenting on the bank’s profit in the first quarter this year 

that surged by 33 per cent to 65bn/- from 48.7bn/- in the corresponding period, NMB Bank Managing 

Director Ruth Zaipuna said that the solid performance reflects continued revenue growth momentum, 

disciplined cost-optimization, and enhanced loan portfolio management. Through the Management 

Trainee Programme, more than 50 students have benefitted, talents identified from the higher learning 

institutions to work with NMB and after two years if they qualify they get employed. NMB is the only 

financial institution that pays students doing an internship where each year over 300 students get the 

chance and are given between three to 12 months contract to get more experiences.  And last month, 

NMB Bank organised a career fair that brought together more than 1000 students from higher learning 

institutions in Zanzibar. The NMB career fair initiative focused on imparting skills to youth graduates to 

penetrate the labour market and discover new talents that will contribute to economic development.  

Read more here 
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